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For predictive simulations of mixed plasma discharges, like D-T plasmas in the 

upcoming DTE2 campaign at JET, a consistent approach in determination of plasma modelling 

parameters is required. Time evolution of the plasma composition relies on transport models 

chosen for solving the particle balance equation. These models have to be validated with 

interpretative analysis of existing experiments. We focus on modelling JET D and mixed H-D 

plasma discharges heated by D-NBI alone with the TRANSP code [1]. A significant difference 

between the time evolution of the measured neutron rate and the neutron rate calculated by 

TRANSP is observed in the interpretative simulations if same diffusivity for electrons and 

thermal ions is assumed (the standard approach). The model used for the ion outflux transport 

has a large effect on the calculated ion densities when multiple background species are present. 

We qualitatively assess influence of TRANSP input parameters and thermal transport models 

used in the particle balance equation on the calculated plasma parameters, in particular on the 

neutron rate. Sensitivity studies are performed first for D plasmas to eliminate effects related 

to calculation of transport coefficients in multi-ion species plasmas, and then our analysis is 

extended to H-D plasma discharges. If TRANSP solves the particle balance equation using the 

standard approach, it leads to a negative thermal ion outflux in the plasma core and continuous 

accumulation of thermal D ions. With increased D transport, the ion outflux becomes positive, 

leading to lower D density and the neutron rate. In our simulations, time evolution of D density 

calculated with the particle balance equation takes into account the NBI particle source and 

charge exchange losses provided by NUBEAM [2]. Uncertainties in the terms that enter in 

particle balance are particularly important for accurate modelling of JET mixed-plasma 

discharges, for which the plasma composition can significantly modify simulation results. 
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